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Hovering flies generate exceptionally high lift, because their wings generate

a stable leading edge vortex. Micro flying robots with a similar wing design

can generate similar high lift by either flapping or spinning their wings.

While it requires less power to spin a wing, the overall efficiency depends

also on the actuator system driving the wing. Here, we present the first hol-

istic analysis to calculate how long a fly-inspired micro robot can hover with

flapping versus spinning wings across scales. We integrate aerodynamic

data with data-driven scaling laws for actuator, electronics and mechanism

performance from fruit fly to hummingbird scales. Our analysis finds

that spinning wings driven by rotary actuators are superior for robots

with wingspans similar to hummingbirds, yet flapping wings driven by

oscillatory actuators are superior at fruit fly scale. This crossover is driven

by the reduction in performance of rotary compared with oscillatory actua-

tors at smaller scale. Our calculations emphasize that a systems-level

analysis is essential for trading-off flapping versus spinning wings for

micro flying robots.
1. Introduction
While manned flight has been optimized over the last century, a new aviation

challenge has arisen at a much smaller scale—the scale of flying animals such

as insects. The discovery that hovering insects can generate exceptionally high

lift with a stable leading edge vortex [1,2], in combination with advances in

micro electromechanical actuation and fabrication, has spurred the development

of micro flying robots with flapping wings [3]. This innovation effort culminated

in the wired take-off of the first bumblebee sized (approx. 30 mm wingspan) flap-

ping robot [4]. The development of wireless bumblebee sized robots depends not

only on new energy storage technologies; a critical advance is needed to make

these micromechanical fliers more efficient so they require less power to hover

[5]. Experiments with a dynamically scaled robotic fly wing show that spinning

wings require less power than flapping wings to generate the same lift—from

fruit fly (approx. 5 mm wingspan) to hummingbird (approx. 130 mm wingspan)

scale [6]. Spinning wings also do not suffer from inertial losses; hence earlier

studies concluded that flapping wings reduce the time a micro robot can hover

in the air [7,8]. However, these studies only considered flapping wings driven

by motors at the scale of hummingbirds and up; it is still unclear whether

robots fly longer with wings flapped by piezos or spun with motors at humming-

bird down to fruit fly scale [5]. The overall hover time of a micro flying robot

depends on the efficiency of the actuator system that drives the wing [9], which

has not yet been integrated in trade-off studies across scales.

Here, we reconcile existing analyses with a holistic system analysis to deter-

mine the hover time of micro robots with spinning versus flapping wings across

scales. This analysis is focused on hover time without considering other perform-

ance metrics, such as payload capacity, controllability, manoeuvrability, flight

speed or range. We integrated results from aerodynamic experiments with scaling
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Drosophila flapping spinning

Figure 1. The finding that insects generate exceptionally high lift with a tornado-like leading edge vortex running spanwise along their wings [1,2], along with
advances in micromechanical actuation and fabrication, inspired the development of insect scale robots with flapping wings [3]. Experiments with a dynamically
scaled robot model of a hovering insect showed that micro robots can either flap or spin a Drosophila-like wing to generate a stable leading edge vortex to improve
lift [6]. It is unclear which wing motion, flapping or spinning, is more energy efficient for large hummingbird down to fruit fly sized robots. (Drosophila cartoon
modified from [6]; flapping robot from [4].) (Online version in colour.)
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laws and data for performance of actuators, electronics and

transmission mechanisms. According to this analysis, at fruit

fly scales, robots should flap wings with oscillatory actuators

to maximize hover time. By contrast, at hummingbird scale,

robots should spin wings with rotary actuators. These results

are largely driven by the scaling of actuator performance.
2. Hover duration of micro robots
Earlier studies either consider the energy consumption

of the entire system at a single scale [7–12], qualitative per-

formance differences at various scales [5], the performance

of a flapping system across scales [13] or the aerodynamic

power requirement of spinning versus flapping wings

across scales [8]. For our holistic system analysis, we seek

to determine how each parameter scales in the time of

flight equation,

tf ¼
EB

Pout
hahehm , ð2:1Þ

using the energy in the battery, EB, divided by the output

power needed to hover, Pout (comprising aerodynamic

power, Paero, and inertial power, Pacc), multiplied by the effi-

ciencies of the actuators, ha, electronics, he, and mechanical

transmission mechanisms, hm [9]. This data-driven scaling

analysis enables us to compare the system performance of

micro robots with wings that are spun by rotary actuators

versus wings that are flapped by oscillatory actuators.

Figure 1 shows representative sketches of such robots that

use wings with leading edge vortices, as found in insects.
3. Integral hover time analyses across fruit fly
to hummingbird scales

To predict the hover duration of a robot with fly-like wings

that either spin or flap, we determine how the energy source,

the battery and the energy sinks comprising aerodynamic

power, inertial power and the losses in the actuators,

electronics and transmission mechanisms scale. The electrome-

chanical scaling laws are based on the function of the two main

actuator technologies available for flying micro robots: the

rotary electromagnetic motor, ‘motor’, for spinning wings
and the oscillatory piezoelectric bimorph, ‘piezo’, for flapping

wings (figure 1).

Our scaling analysis is based on the volumetric length

scale, L, of the flier and determined by taking the cube root

of flier mass, m, divided by its density (roughly 1000 kg m23

for flying insects [14], hummingbirds [15] and flying robots

[4,7,8]; based on reported robot mass and estimated volume).

Critically, this volumetric length scale enables us to reconcile

the scaling laws for the energy in the battery, EB, the required

aerodynamic power to fly, Paero, the inertial power to flap,

Pacc, and the efficiency of the actuators, ha, electronics, he,

and transmission mechanisms, hm. The volumetric length

scale, L, is, however, very different from the traditional wing-

span scale, because the volumetric scale is associated with

flier mass and independent of wing aspect ratio. The volu-

metric length scale associated with the published RoboFly

measurements [6] that we use here are as follows: for fruit fly

scale, mass is approximately 1 mg and L is approximately

1 mm; for bumblebee scale, mass is approximately 160 mg

and L is approximately 5 mm; for hummingbird scale mass

is approximately 16 g and L is approximately 25 mm. These

volumetric length scales correspond to the following wing-

spans of approximately 5 mm, approximately 30 mm and

approximately 130 mm, and are shown in figure 2a using

corresponding animal cartoons for comparison.

We begin with the energy source, the battery, whose energy

scales as the cube of the volumetric flier length scale. If we

assume that available energy in the battery, EB, is proportional

to battery mass [11] and that battery mass is a fixed percentage

of flier mass, then EB / L3. This energy is transformed in part

into useful mechanical work that enables the flier to hover;

the remainder is lost due to conversion inefficiencies and

dissipated as heat.

A large portion of the energy from the battery is con-

sumed by the aerodynamic power required to hover, which

varies non-monotonically with volumetric length scale. The

aerodynamic power, Paero, is based on lift and drag measure-

ments with a dynamically scaled robot fly model, with a

robotically actuated wing, called ‘RoboFly’ [6] (figure 2a).

RoboFly was used to determine the power needed to generate

lift with flapping versus spinning fly wings across fruit fly,

bumblebee and hummingbird scales [6]. Therefore, these

measurements include all the Reynolds number, delayed

stall, unsteady, rotational and other aerodynamic effects

that enable insects to hover so well [1,2]. The published
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Figure 2. Scaling analysis explains why fruit fly scale robots hover longer with flapping wings driven by piezo actuators, while hummingbird scale robots hover
longer with spinning wings powered by motors. In this scaling analysis, we reconcile both aerodynamic and electromechanical systems data based on the volumetric
length scale, L, defined as the cube root of the quotient of flier mass and density. (a) The non-dimensional capacity of a Drosophila-like wing to lift weight with a
unit of aerodynamic power ( power factor) is highest when spun—from the scale of a fruit fly (mass: approx. 1 mg, L: approx. 1 mm) to a bumblebee (mass:
approx. 160 mg, L: approx. 5 mm) and a large hummingbird (mass: approx. 16 g, L: approx. 25 mm) [6]. All recordings have been conducted with RoboFly placed in
three different fluids (thick mineral oil, thin mineral oil, water) to match Reynolds number (110; 1400;14 000). Corresponding wingspans are given in mm for
comparison. (b) Motor efficiency increases significantly at larger scales, while piezo efficiency is independent of scale. All motors are brushed except the smallest,
which is brushless, the approximately 10% lower efficiency of the brushless controller is reconciled in this data point. The data points (motors [16,17], piezos
[11,18]) are used to find the unknown parameters in the models using a least-squares fit. For piezos, we find an exponent of 0; for motors, we find an exponent
of 1.7, and a constant, C1 ¼ 0.001. Dashed lines show 95% prediction intervals. The models are used to extrapolate motor performance for the fruit fly scale and
piezo performance for the fruit fly and hummingbird scale. (c) The combined electronic and mechanical transmission efficiency of motor-driven spinning systems is
weakly dependent on scale, whereas the efficiency for piezo-driven flapping systems is approximately independent of scale (C2 ¼ 73, C3 ¼ 1.7). (d ) At humming-
bird scale, micro robots with motor-driven spinning wings are more efficient than ones with piezo-driven flapping wings, and vice versa at fruit fly scale (significance
level p � 0.05). Time of flight is normalized with the maximal calculated value at hummingbird scale. (Online version in colour.)
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time-averaged non-dimensional ‘power factor’ values [6] are

used to calculate the required time-averaged aerodynamic

power to hover at every scale. Power factor, PF, is inverted
and multiplied with a characteristic velocity, Uref (based on

Reynolds number), and weight, W: Paero ¼ ð1=PFÞUrefW [19].

For flapping wings, this calculation of aerodynamic power

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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holds for an actuator disc area corresponding to the stroke

angle of fruit flies (1408 [6]). We accounted for different actua-

tor disc design trade-offs by considering the natural variation

in stroke angle for eight common insects (stroke angle AVG:

1278, STD: 128 [20]). Based on this variation, we calculated

the corresponding maximal variability in aerodynamic power

due to differences in induced losses [20]. Further, the original

RoboFly measurements were made with a rigid wing. While

a flexible wing has been shown to increase aerodynamic effi-

ciency for set angles of attack [21,22], a flexible wing was

shown to not affect the maximum aerodynamic efficiency

across angles of attack [23]. Therefore, the measurements

from the rigid wing are suitable for our calculation. Also, the

aerodynamic power for robots with spinning wings varies

slightly depending on the configuration used to react the

torque from the main rotor (a tail rotor increases required

torque by AVG: 4%, STD: 2% [24], and a coaxial rotor configur-

ation increases required torque by AVG: 3%, STD 2% [25],

shown in figure 1). This variation is added to the uncertainty

in the measurement of aerodynamic power. Aerodynamic

power is, however, not the only sink of energy during hover,

because flapping wings also have to overcome inertia during

every wingbeat.

Flapping wings require additional inertial power, because

they accelerate back and forth. The associated loss can be

made small compared with aerodynamic power across scales

if efficient elastic storage is used. This is explained as follows:

acceleration can be powered by either a battery or elastic recoil,

Pacc / I _VV, ð3:1Þ

to overcome the moment of inertia, I, of the flapping

wing with angular acceleration, _V, and angular velocity,

V [19]. The inertial power scales with the length scale of the

wing, Lw, to the power 3.5, because I / L5
w, and assuming

isometry V/ f / L�0:5
w [26] and as a result _V/ f2 / L�1

w ,

thus Pacc / L3:5
w . The aerodynamic power also scales with

wing length to the power 3.5 under isometry, because

Paero / mfLw / L3:5
w [26]. Therefore, the relative contribu-

tions of Paero and Pacc to Pmech do not change during

isometric scaling of a given design. As flapping systems

driven by spring-like piezos have been shown to have efficient

elastic recoil at a 10 mm scale [27], we assume negligible Pacc

across scales for this configuration. Beyond losses due to aero-

dynamic and inertial power, another set of losses arises from

electromechanical inefficiencies.

The efficiency of motors decreases significantly at small

scales, whereas the efficiency of piezos does not (figure 2b).

This is explained by the actuator efficiency equation, ha ¼

Pout/Pin, where Pin ¼ Pout þ Ploss. For motors, Pout is modelled

as scaling as L3.5 [28] and

Ploss ¼
t2

K2
m

where Km /

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Nl2B2r2

R

s
ð3:2Þ

with motor torque, t, number of windings, N, length, l, field

strength of the magnets, B, radius, r, and resistance, R [29].

This assumes the majority of losses are resistive [30]. As N, l,
and r scale as L, B as L0, and R as L21, Km scales as L3. Further,

because t scales as L4 [31], Ploss then scales as L8/L6 or L2.
Therefore, the efficiency of motors theoretically scales as

ha,motor ¼
L3:5

L3:5 þ C1L2
¼ L1:5

L1:5 þ C1
, ð3:3Þ
where C1 is a constant that relates the magnitudes of Pout and

Ploss and can be determined from motor data. We corroborated

equation (3.3) based on measured motor efficiencies using a

least-squares fit of its general form and found the follow-

ing exponents and coefficients: ha,motor ¼ L1:7=ðL1:7 þ 0:001Þ
(figure 2b), which we used in our scaling analysis. Data are

from selected motors with relatively high efficiency across

length scale. We created 95% confidence prediction intervals

according to the methods described in [32] for the predicted

values of efficiency at each scale (figure 2b). By contrast, the

efficiency of piezos scales as L0. This follows from the calcu-

lation of Pout as the product of force, F/ wt2V=Lt, deflection,

d/ L2
cV=t2, and frequency, f / t=L2

c [33]; with cantilever

length, Lc, applied voltage, V, thickness, t, and width, w. Lc, t
and w scale linearly with L. Thus Pout ¼ F � d � f ¼ wV2=L
and Pin ¼ CbV2f , in which bimorph capacitance, Cb, scales

as L using a parallel plate approximation [34]. Therefore,

h a,piezo ¼ Pout=Pin ¼ w=ðLCbfÞ, and because f scales as L21

(above), ha,piezo / L0. The efficiency for piezo bimorphs

driven at resonance has been experimentally measured to be

around 30% [27], and, in accordance with the prediction, is

reported to scale as L0 at this efficiency [35]. Our collected

data confirm this trend (figure 2b) and include 95% prediction

intervals. While losses due to the inefficiency of the actuators

are substantial, there are additional inefficiencies associated

with the electronics and the mechanical drivetrain.

Notable energy losses are found in the electronics and

mechanisms, but, according to available data, these inefficien-

cies vary little across scale (figure 2c). For brushed motors,

the electronic control efficiency is between 88% and 95%

(AVG: 92%, STD: 3.5% [36,37]). Mechanism efficiency for a

motor gearhead scales as C2 þ C3 ln(L), with constants C2

and C3 determined from gearhead data. This is because the

losses are equal to an offset minus the natural logarithm of

the gearhead reduction, rr; ln(rr) [38]. Then rr scales as

L20.5, because rr is proportional to the ratio of motor angular

velocity (L21; see above) and wing angular velocity (L20.5; see

above). The gearhead losses are thus equal to C42C5ln(L20.5),

with constants C4 and C5. Efficiency is then 1 2 loss ¼ C2 þ
C3ln(L). By contrast, piezos require high voltages and existing

boost converters to generate these voltages are roughly 70%

efficient (AVG: 68%, STD: 9% [34]), provided they are used

at optimal power output. Further, existing high voltage

drive electronics are roughly 50% efficient (AVG: 53%, STD:

2% [34]). Piezos use a transmission mechanism to amplify

the small motion of the actuator, and, if a linkage mechanism

with flexures as joints is used [27], the efficiency is high and

varies slightly due to manufacturing tolerances (AVG: 90%,

STD: 8% [27]).

Finally, we determined the hover time for fruit fly to hum-

mingbird scales by integrating the scaling of the above energy

sources and sinks into the time of flight equation (equation

(2.1)). Next, we determined the corresponding 95% prediction

intervals, by propagating the uncertainty in each of the terms in

equation (2.1), to see if this modifies our hover time conclusions

(figure 2d ). This data-driven scaling analysis predicts that

wings flapped by a piezo actuator result in longer hover time

at the scale of a fruit fly (significance level p � 0.05). By con-

trast, our model suggests the hover time for wings spun by a

motor is greater at the scales of a hummingbird ( p � 0.05).

This result is robust for remarkably low piezo efficiencies

down to about 7%, suggesting that more damping at smaller

scales can be overcome.

http://rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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4. Actuator performance drives flapping versus
spinning design trade-off

Our holistic scaling analysis shows that fruit fly sized robots can

hover longer with flapping wings actuated by piezo actuators,

because the lower aerodynamic efficiency of flapping wings is

compensated by the higher efficiency of piezo actuators. Hum-

mingbird sized robots, however, can hover much longer with

motor-driven spinning wings, because of combined high aero-

dynamic and electromechanical efficiencies. This crossover in

micro robot design optima is driven by how the performance

of current actuator technology scales. Our analysis suggests
that future fruit fly sized robots might hover longer if a new

piezo-driven transmission mechanism would be developed to

spin wings. Such futuristic piezo-driven microcopters would

marry the best aerodynamic and actuator efficiencies currently

available at the micro-aviation frontier.
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